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Abstract
Extracting the speech of participants in a conversation amidst
interfering speakers and noise presents a challenging problem.
In this paper, we introduce the novel task of target conversa-
tion extraction, where the goal is to extract the audio of a tar-
get conversation based on the speaker embedding of one of its
participants. To accomplish this, we propose leveraging tempo-
ral patterns inherent in human conversations, particularly turn-
taking dynamics, which uniquely characterize speakers engaged
in conversation and distinguish them from interfering speakers
and noise. Using neural networks, we show the feasibility of our
approach on English and Mandarin conversation datasets. In the
presence of interfering speakers, our results show an 8.19 dB
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio for 2-speaker conversa-
tions and a 7.92 dB improvement for 2-4-speaker conversations.
Index Terms: Source separation, conversation extraction

1. Introduction
Verbal conversations have long served as a primary mode of
human interaction, essential for both sharing information and
fostering social connections [1, 2]. While humans can navigate
conversations in noisy environments, isolating the audio of a
target conversation in the presence of interfering speakers and
noise remains a challenging task for machines.

Consider a scenario in Fig. 1, where an individual is en-
gaged in a conversation, such as an interview, in a busy cafe.
Ideally, the individual’s mobile device, equipped with the abil-
ity to recognize the owner’s voice, should be able to isolate and
capture only the voices involved in the conversation, effectively
filtering out interfering conversations and noise from nearby
sources. This ability to extract target conversations is crucial for
both traditional applications like recording interviews in pub-
lic spaces, enhancing conversations in multimedia applications,
and life logging, as well as for futuristic applications like per-
sonalized AI agents that understand, assist, and augment human
conversations in the wild.

While existing source separation techniques can extract a
target speaker from audio mixtures [3], none have addressed the
task of extracting speech from speakers engaged in conversation
with a reference speaker. In this paper, we introduce the target
conversation extraction (TCE) task. More formally, our task is
to extract the target conversation signal from an audio mixture.
This mixture includes the target conversation involving two or
more participants, interfering speakers outside the target con-
versation, and background noise. Our goal is to achieve this ex-
traction based on an enrollment audio or a speaker embedding
for one of its participants (e.g., the device owner).

Our approach for addressing TCE hinges on the crucial role
of turn-taking in human conversations [2]. Turn-taking dynam-

Figure 1: The goal of target conversation extraction in this il-
lustration is as follows: given a clean enrollment audio or em-
bedding for B, we want to extract audio for the conversation
between A, B and C, amidst interference from speaker D.

ics help effectively manage social interactions [4, 5]. Research
shows human conversations predominantly feature one speaker
at a time, with brief overlaps being common [1]. However, in-
terfering speakers outside the target conversation do not fit the
temporal patterns of the target conversation.

Therefore, given an enrollment audio or the corresponding
embedding for a reference speaker (e.g., the device owner), we
train a source separation network to extract speakers adhering to
turn-taking dynamics with the reference speaker, while filtering
the interfering speakers and background noise. A key challenge
for training is the scarcity of open-source, high-quality audio
conversational datasets featuring diverse speakers. To tackle
this, we propose a timing-preserving data augmentation method
for TCE that utilizes large, clean non-conversational speech
datasets to augment smaller conversational datasets while pre-
serving the timing in conversations.

Evaluations with RAMC [6], a 2-speaker Mandarin conver-
sation dataset demonstrates a 7.18 dB improvement in scale-
invariant signal-to-distortion ratio (SI-SDR) and 8.19 dB in
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), in the presence of two interfer-
ing speakers. Additionally, with AMI [7], a 2-4 speaker En-
glish conversation dataset with 18.6% average overlap between
speakers in a conversation, we achieve a 6.32 dB SI-SDR and
7.92 dB SNR improvement with 2-4 interfering speakers. Our
augmentation and training approach also enhances separation
performance by 2-3 dB. Finally, the model fails when we alter
the speaker timing in the test set to break human turn-taking dy-
namics, indicating that our trained separation model can capture
these timing patterns.

2. Related work
To our knowledge, our work is the first to introduce the TCE
task. Here, we describe other tasks related to TCE.
Target speech extraction: The goal of this task is to extract a
target speaker from a mixture, given auxiliary cues to identify
the target [3]. These clues can be audio examples of the target
speaker [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] or spatial clues [13, 14, 15]. Visual
clues [16], text queries [17], and concept embeddings [18] have



also been proposed. Our aim instead is to extract a target con-
versation with multiple speakers, given an enrollment audio for
a reference speaker included in the conversation.
Turn-taking in conversations: Conversational turn-taking has
temporal patterns that are crucial for understanding human
social interaction [19]. Psycholinguistics literature [2, 4, 5]
has explored statistical models for conversational turn-taking
through corpus analyses. These studies have shown that while
conversations mostly have a single speaker talking at a time
along with silence and gaps, turn-taking also involves overlaps
and backchannels [2]. Recent works have used deep learning to
model and predict [20, 21, 22] such turn-taking events.
Conversation-related speech processing: Speech diariza-
tion [23] is a conversation-related speech task that identi-
fies “who spoke when”. [24, 23] proposed conversational
speech recognition. [25] introduced a speech-based question-
answering system, while [26, 27] study conversational status
tracking and sentiment analysis. These systems assume that the
conversation audio is clean, without interfering speakers.

3. Methods
Problem formulation. Let x be the noisy conversation signal
recording which can be decomposed into three parts:

x = s0 +

N∑
i=1

sconv
i +

M∑
j=1

sinter
j + n (1)

Here, s0 corresponds to the speech of the reference speaker
in the conversation. sconv

1 , . . . , sconv
N are the other speakers in the

target conversation, sinter
1 , . . . , sinter

M are the interfering speakers
not part of the conversation, and n is background noise.

Given a clean enrollment audio for the reference speaker,
we can compute the corresponding speaker embedding of length
K, ϵ0 ∈ RK , using a pre-trained speech neural network on
the enrollment audio [9]. The goal of the TCE network G with
parameters θ, then is to extract the target conversation:

y = G(x|ϵ0; θ) = ŝ0 +

N∑
i=1

ŝconv
i (2)

Neural network. We use TF-GridNet [28] as our base source
separation network. It uses dual-path LSTMs across frequency
and time dimensions as well as full attention on short (1-5s) au-
dio mixtures, for effective source separation [28]. However tra-
ditional recurrent networks face challenges with long sequences
due to parallelization issues [29] and are not efficient for longer
minute-long sequences, during both training and inference. Fur-
ther, full attention time and memory complexity grow quadrat-
ically with input length. So, our network, shown in Fig. 2, em-
ploys LSTMs on local audio chunks followed by sparse pool-
ing attention, capable of efficiently operating across long se-
quences [30, 31, 32, 33]. This enables source separation while
efficiently incorporating turn-taking cues.

Specifically, we first apply a short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) to obtain the time-frequency (TF) representation X ∈
RT×F , where T represents the number of STFT frames and F
is the number of frequency bins. Subsequently, we concatenate
the real and imaginary parts of X and feed them into a 2D con-
volution with a 3 × 3 kernel, resulting in Y ∈ RD×T×F , where
D denotes the embedding dimension for each TF bin. Next,
Y undergoes processing through multiple extraction blocks that
include FiLM layers [34] and local and global modules. The

Figure 2: Neural network architecture for the TCE task.

processed TF representation then proceeds through a 2D decon-
volution (3 × 3 kernel), followed by an inverse STFT (iSTFT)
to recover the time-domain conversation signal.

Each extraction block consists of three modules: a FiLM
layer, a local module, and a global module. The FiLM Layer
merges the reference speaker embedding, ϵ0, to the hidden rep-
resentation in every block except the first one, conditioning
the network with the reference speaker. The local module ap-
plies spectral and temporal bidirectional long short-term mem-
ory (BLSTM) on local audio chunks. We employ a sliding win-
dow with size W and stride S on Y to yield Zl ∈ RC×D×W×F

where C represents the number of sliding windows. Within the
local module, like TF-GridNet [28], we start with a one-layer
BLSTM with hidden size H , operating on the frequency domain
F , followed by a deconvolution layer with 2H input channels
and D output channels. Subsequently, another BLSTM with
hidden size H is applied to the time domain, with the sequence
length constrained to W, followed by a deconvolution layer.

The global module applies sparse pooling attention across
the chunks. We employ a pooling operation with a window size
W and stride size S to compress the long sequence T to C,
yielding Zg ∈ RD×C×F . Following pooling, we apply po-
sitional encoding to Zg to preserve the order information cru-
cial for conversational turn-taking. Subsequently, three linear
layers are utilized to merge the D and F dimensions, result-
ing in the key K ∈ RC×E , query Q ∈ RC×E , and value
V ∈ RC×(DF/L). Here, E represents the embedding dimen-
sion for the key and query, and L denotes the number of heads.
Finally, self-attention is applied across the C dimension, fol-
lowed by a feedforward layer with input and output channel di-
mensions both set to D. The output is then added to the input
tensor via a residual connection.
Timing-preserving data augmentation and training. For
training, we require conversation datasets with high-quality au-
dio and clean speech, along with speaker ID and timestamp la-
bels to extract speaker embeddings and avoid speaker repetition.
There are only a handful of open-source conversation datasets
that meet all these criteria. Further, in some of these datasets,
we found that speakers within a conversation often share acous-
tic properties like reverberations, background noise, and hard-
ware distortion. This can lead the model to rely on these prop-
erties rather than turn-taking, when trained just on this data.

Data augmentation methods have been used to improve per-
formance for other speech tasks [35, 36, 37]. For our task,
we leverage non-conversation speech datasets with high-quality



Table 1: Results on mixtures of real Mandarin conversations.

Pre-training/fine-tuning SI-SDRi SNRi

Rzh 4.42 6.30
Rzh, Azh 5.81 7.02

Scross,Sstats/Rzh 6.96 8.02
Scross,Sstats/Rzh, Azh 7.18 8.19

Figure 3: A. Input vs output SI-SDR. B. Impact of the duration
of the reference speaker in the conversation on SI-SDRi.

speech and diverse speakers to augment conversation data. By
replacing individual speaker segments with speech from these
datasets while preserving timing information, we disentangle
acoustic properties and encourage the model to learn timing
cues. With a probability p, each speaker segment in the conver-
sation dataset is replaced with an utterance of the same length
from a randomly selected speaker from the non-conversation
speech datasets. When p = 1, all speakers are replaced, which
we term synthetic conversations (S). For p ∈ (0, 1), only some
speakers are replaced, which we term augmented conversations
(A). When p is 0, it remains the original real conversations (R).

While this augmentation maintains timing information, it
strips away prosodic features like pitch, voice quality, and in-
tensity, resulting in unnatural conversations. So, we pre-train
the model using synthetic and augmented conversations. By
randomly substituting speech segments, the model is encour-
aged to learn conversational timing patterns. We then fine-tune
the model using augmented and real conversation data.

4. Experiments and Results
Datasets. For English conversations, we used the open-source
AMI corpus [7], which has timestamps, speaker ID labels, and
clean audio tracks per speaker. For Mandarin conversations, we
used the open-source RAMC dataset [6]. AMI has 2-4 speakers
per conversation with an overlap ratio of 18.6% ± 12%, calcu-
lated as the ratio of overlapped speech duration to total speech
duration in the conversation. The RAMC dataset has 2 speakers
per conversation with an overlap ratio of 1.9% ± 2%.

We randomly selected 1-minute conversation segments at
a sampling rate of 16 kHz that meet two requirements: (1) the
total speech duration in the 1-min segment exceeds 60%, and
(2) at least 2 speakers are active in each segment. We randomly
selected one of the speakers as the reference speaker and se-
lected their speech from other segments as a clean enrollment
example. We used the open-source project Resemblyzer [38] to
compute 256-dimensional d-vectors from these clean examples,
and use these as the speaker embeddings ϵ0. We randomly sam-
pled another 1-minute segment from the same dataset without
overlapping speakers to serve as interference. We created three
pairs of conversational datasets with mixtures.
Ren and Rzh: These are real English and Mandarin conversa-
tion mixtures generated from AMI and RAMC. Each consists
of 8000 training samples (133.3 hours), 1000 validation sam-
ples (16.6 hours), and 1000 testing samples (16.6 hours). Ren

Table 2: Results on mixtures of real English conversations.

Pre-training/fine-tuning SI-SDRi SNRi

Ren 4.74 7.43
Ren, Aen 4.17 6.78

Scross,Sstats/Ren 4.95 6.89
Scross,Sstats/Ren, Aen 6.32 7.92

has 2-4 speakers in the interference signal, whereas Rzh has 2
speakers in the interference signal. Speakers in the training and
validation sets do not overlap with those in the test set.
Aen and Azh: These datasets consist of the augmented con-
versation mixtures and ground truth signals created using Lib-
riTTS [39] and AISHELL-3 [40] as the open-source English
and Mandarin non-conversational datasets. We set p = 50%
to create these datasets, which were only used for training and
each have 8000 training samples (133.3 hours).
Sstats and Scross: A synthetic conversation dataset with two
speakers was created using the statistical distribution for gaps
and overlaps described in prior psycho-linguistics work (Fig.
2 in [1]). We used speakers from LibriTTS for the audio
for each speaker. We then generated the conversation mix-
tures to create Sstats. We also created a cross-lingual syn-
thetic dataset, Scross, by replacing all the Mandarin audio in
the RAMC dataset with random English speakers from the Lib-
riTTS dataset. The mixtures in these datasets were used only
for training and have 8000 training samples (133.3 hours) each.

Training setup. We first pre-trained a model with Sstats and
Scross for 80 epochs. Then we fine-tuned models with Aen and
Ren for English conversations and Azh and Rzh for Mandarin
conversations. We fine-tuned for 20 epochs. We used the Adam
optimizer for both pre-training and fine-tuning, with gradient
norm clipped to 1 and a batch size of 8. The initial learning rate
started at 0.002, halving if the validation loss did not improve in
8 epochs. We used negative SNR as the loss function, and SI-
SDRi and SNRi as evaluation metrics. Our model configuration
was as follows: STFT window size was 12.5 ms and hop size
was 4 ms. The TF embedding dimension D was 16, and B was
3. The pooling window W was 1.25 s, equivalent to 100 TF
frames, and the stride size, S = 1.25 s. The LSTM hidden size
H was 64, and the attention head number L was 4.

Results. We evaluated our model on the real Mandarin con-
versation mixtures from Rzh which have two speakers in each
of the target and interfering conversations. We compared four
training configurations: (1) training on Rzh for 100 epochs, (2)
training on both Rzh and Azh for 100 epochs, (3) pre-training
on Sstats and Scross for 80 epochs and fine-tuning on Rzh for
20 epochs, (4) pre-training on Sstats and Scross for 80 epochs
and fine-tuning on Rzh and Azh for 20 epochs Table. 1 com-
pares SNR and SI-SDR improvements on the test set of Rzh.
The average input SI-SDR was 0.67 dB and input SNR was
0.66 dB. With our data augmentation and training techniques,
we achieved an SI-SDRi of 7.18 dB and SNRi of 8.19 dB, show-
ing a 2-3 dB improvement compared to training without any
augmentation. A paired t-test was conducted for each metric,
showing a significant difference with p < 0.05. Fig. 3a plots
the output SI-SDR of all test samples as a function of their in-
put SI-SDR, which shows that 93.6% of the samples were above
the zero-improvement line. Further, Fig. 3b shows that when the
speech duration of the reference speaker was too short (< 10s)
or too long (> 50s) within the 1-minute segments, the SI-SDR
improvement drops by around 1 dB. We also evaluated this task
with background noise. Specifically, we randomly add back-
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Figure 4: Visualization of time-domain waveforms. (a) is the in-
put mixture of real conversations. (b), (c) are ground-truths for
speakers in the conversation. (d) is the model output. (e), (f) are
the audio segments that preserve overlaps and back-channels.

ground noise from the WHAM! dataset to both Rzh and Azh

such that there was no overlap between train, test and valida-
tion splits. We fine-tuned the model pretrained on Sstats and
Scross without noise on these new noisy mixture datasets for
20 epochs. We tested it on real Mandarin conversation mixtures
with noise. We achieved a 6.15 dB SI-SDRi and 7.68 dB SNRi
(input SNR and SI-SDR were both -0.79 dB), with p < 0.05.

We also evaluated our model on real English conversation
mixtures, Ren, which contain 2-4 speakers in each of the tar-
get and interfering conversations. We compared four configura-
tions: (1) training on Ren for 100 epochs, (2) training on Ren

and Aen for 100 epochs, (3) pre-training on Sstats and Scross

for 80 epochs and fine-tuning on Ren for 20 epochs, and (4)
pre-training on Sstats and Scross for 80 epochs and fine-tuning
on Ren and Aen for 20 epochs. Table. 2 compares the SNRi
and SI-SDRi on the test set of Ren. The input SI-SDR was
0.12 dB and input SNR 0.123 dB. Our model achieved an SI-
SDRi of 6.32 dB and SNRi of 7.92 dB (p < 0.05).

Fig. 4 presents a qualitative example of real conversation
waveforms. The figure shows that the model can extract the tar-
get conversation, while preserving overlaps and back-channels.

Timing perturbation. To better understand our model, we per-
turbed the turn-taking timing patterns in the test set of Rzh. We
used the best frozen Mandarin model from above. We generated
test samples with a reference speaker s0, a target speaker sconv ,
from the same conversation, and an interfering speaker sinter ,
randomly chosen from another conversation, with no overlap-
ping speakers. We explored two perturbations:
• Random shifts upto τ seconds. Randomly time-shift utter-

ance level speech segments independently for reference and
target speakers. Use a uniform distribution across [−τ, τ ],
where negative (positive) values result in left (right) shift.

• Shift all speech left. Time-shift all speech segments for both
the reference and target speakers in the conversations to the
left. This would artificially increase the overlap between the
speakers and break the conversational turn-taking dynamics.

To compute the SNRi metrics, these shifts were applied to both
the mixture and the ground truth in the test set. Further, we con-
sidered a model’s output sample to be an incorrect target when

Table 3: Timing perturbations on the test dataset.

Timing Input SNR SNRi Incorrect
perturbation (dB) (dB) target ratio

None 4.5 7.02 9.1%

Upto 1s shifts 4.4 6.58 10.1%

Upto 3s shifts 4.0 5.5 16.4%

Upto 5s shifts 3.8 4.4 21.7%

Shift all speech left 4.5 -0.12 53.4%

the SNRi of the wrong conversation, s0 + sinter is higher than
the SNRi of the target conversation, s0 + sconv . The incorrect
target ratio was calculated by dividing the number of incorrect
output samples by the total number of test samples.

Table. 3 shows that randomly shifting by up to 1s resulted in
only a 0.44 dB drop in SNRi (p < 0.05). This is likely because
this operation does not considerably disrupt the turn-taking dy-
namics. However, as the random shift interval increases, SNRi
slowly drops and the incorrect target ratio increases. Shifting
all speech left breaks human turn-taking dynamics, significantly
decreasing the SNRi and increasing the incorrect target ratio.

Table 4: Ablation study and architecture comparisons.

Model Config SI-SDRi Params RTF RTF
(CPU) (GPU)

TF-GridNet 6.46 2.55M 5.87e-2 2.81e-3

Mean Pool 5.81 2.54M 3.27e-2 1.14e-3
Max Pool 4.72 2.54M 3.14e-2 1.14e-3

Full LSTM 4.15 2.54M 4.40e-2 1.02e-3
Local Attention 5.20 2.39M 2.56e-2 9.12e-4

W = 50 5.60 2.54M 3.41e-2 1.22e-3
W = 200 5.70 2.54M 3.31e-2 1.12e-3

Ablation study. We compared the separation performance, run-
time complexity, and different model hyperparameters and ar-
chitectures. For fair comparisons, we trained all models on
Rzh and Azh for 100 epochs and tested on Rzh. We mea-
sured inference time on both an A40 GPU and an Intel Xeon(R)
Gold 6230R CPU. We computed the real-time factor (RTF) by
measuring the runtime to process a 1-min audio and divide it
by a minute. We implemented the original TF-GridNet with
the same hyperparameter setup as our model. We also imple-
mented two variants of our model: 1) Full LSTM where we re-
moved sparse attention and applied LSTM on the entire 1-min
sequence, 2) Local Attention, where we replaced the tempo-
ral LSTM with a local attention module. Our model reduced
the RTF over TF-GridNet by a factor of 1.8-2.5x, with only a
0.65 dB loss in SI-SDRi (p < 0.05). Further, the training time
reduced from 76 min per epoch for TF-GridNet to 42 min per
epoch on two A40s. Finally, we compared our network with
mean and max pooling operations as well as different pooling
window sizes (W), where W=100 is our default setting.

5. Conclusion
We introduced the novel task of target conversation extrac-
tion and demonstrated its feasibility on English and Mandarin
conversation datasets. Our work has multiple limitations that
present opportunities for future research. This includes achiev-
ing streaming target conservation extraction, dynamic tracking
of speakers entering and leaving the conversation, and incorpo-
rating speech content and much larger language models.
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